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ABSTRACT
The use of probiotics has been suggested in the treatment of acute gastroenteritis (AGE) in addition to early rehydration and avoidance of dietary
restrictions. This document provides recommendations for the use of
probiotics for the treatment of AGE in previously healthy infants and
children based on a systematic review of previously completed systematic
reviews and of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published subsequently
to these reviews. The recommendations were formulated only if at least
2 RCTs that used a given probiotic (with strain specification) were available.
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The GRADE system developed by the Grading of Recommendations,
Assessment, Development, and Evaluations Working Group, was used to
grade the strength of evidence and grades of recommendations used in
these guidelines. It offers 4 categories of the quality of the evidence
(high, moderate, low, and very low) and 2 categories of the strength of
recommendation (strong or weak). The use of the following probiotics
(in alphabetical order) may be considered in the management of children
with AGE in addition to rehydration therapy: Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG
(low quality of evidence, strong recommendation) and Saccharomyces
boulardii (low quality of evidence, strong recommendation). Less compelling evidence is available for Lactobacillus reuteri DSM 17938 (very
low quality of evidence, weak recommendation) and heat-inactivated
Lactobacillus acidophilus LB (very low quality of evidence, weak recommendation). The latter, although traditionally discussed with other
probiotics, does not fit with the definition of probiotics. Other strains or
combinations of strains have been tested, but evidence of their efficacy is
weak or preliminary.
Key Words: diarrhea, guideline, infants, microbiota, probiotics, RCT,
systematic review

(JPGN 2014;58: 531–539)

INTRODUCTION

A

cute gastroenteritis (AGE) has been defined by the
European Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN) as a decrease in the consistency
of stools (loose or liquid) and/or an increase in the frequency of
evacuations (typically 3 in 24 hours), with or without fever or
vomiting (1a). Diarrhea typically lasts <7 days and not longer
than 14 days. In Europe, it is estimated that the incidence of
AGE ranges from 0.5 to 1.9 episodes per child per year in
children up to 3 years of age (1a). Rehydration is the key treatment
and should be applied as soon as possible. Regular feeding
should not be interrupted and should be carried on immediately
after initial rehydration. Drugs are generally not necessary,
although some have an impact on the duration and symptoms of
AGE. Apart from drugs, certain probiotics, usually defined
as ‘‘live microorganisms which when administered in adequate
amounts confer a health benefit on the host’’ (1), may reduce
the duration and intensity of symptoms. These guidelines
developed by the ESPGHAN Working Group (WG) on Probiotics
and Prebiotics provide recommendations for the use of
probiotics for the treatment of AGE in previously healthy infants
and children. Children with at-risk conditions, such as chronic
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disorders or immunodeficiency, are not covered. This document
supplements the update of the guidelines on the management of
AGE in Europe to be published elsewhere (1a).

METHODS FOR GUIDELINES DEVELOPMENT
This document provides a systematic review of previously
completed systematic reviews and of randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) published subsequently to these reviews. For systematic reviews and meta-analyses, we preferentially report the
findings of the most recent and methodologically unbiased one.
If an individual trial was reported in a systematic review or
meta-analysis, we refrained from reporting the same trial twice.
Three systematic reviews, published elsewhere (2–4), were
performed specifically by the members of the WG to assist the
development of these guidelines. To appraise the evidence for
subsequently published RCTs not included in the systematic
review(s), the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing
risk of bias was used, which includes the following criteria:
adequacy of sequence generation, allocation concealment, and
blinding of participants, personnel, and outcome assessors;
incomplete outcome data are addressed (5).
The focus was on 6 taxonomic groups (Lactobacillus,
Bifidobacterium, Saccharomyces, Streptococcus, Enterococcus,
and/or Bacillus). Because hundreds of different probiotics (single
or combinations) are available, some of them only locally, the
decision on the inclusion of a specific probiotic was based on
whether it is commonly used in European countries, and thus, of
interest to the users of this document. For the same reason,
Lactobacillus acidophilus LB, a heat-killed microorganism,
was included, even though it does not fit with the widely used
definition of probiotics. While working on this document, the WG
found that the same brand may have a different composition in
different locations. Considering the above, the WG made
the decision to deal with strain(s) only rather than brands or
commercial names. Moreover, the WG is aware that taxonomically
equivalent probiotic microorganisms may be supplied by different
manufacturers. At least 1 study indicated that the manufacturing
process may influence properties of probiotic bacteria. In that
study, it was demonstrated that the differences in the in vitro
properties of Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG) isolates, in
particular pathogen exclusion by inhibition and competition,
depended on the product source (matrix) as well as the production
processes and conditions (6); however, at present, whether or not
these manufacturing differences translate into differences in vivo,
as well as clinical outcomes, remain unclear. Consequently,
the taxonomically equivalent probiotics are presented jointly,
regardless of the manufacturer. Finally, depending on the
country, the same probiotic microorganism(s) may be available
as food supplements, available as registered pharmaceutical products, and/or incorporated into foods (7). In general, the microbiological quality and labeling of products sold for medicinal
purposes tend to be of higher quality than those for probiotics
used in dairy foods or available as probiotic supplements (8–12).
In this document, the effectiveness of probiotics was analyzed
regardless of the registration status. Health care professionals and
consumers should, however, be aware of possible variations.
The primary outcome measures were stool output and
duration of diarrhea (time until permanent cessation); however,
other outcomes typically considered when evaluating interventions
for treating AGE (13), such as admission to the hospital, duration
of hospital stay, weight gain after rehydration, and episodes of
vomiting, were also taken into account. The WG abstained from
evaluating the safety of probiotics, as this issue was recently
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thoroughly reviewed by the US Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (for review, see reference (14)).
For reporting the effect, if feasible, for dichotomous
outcomes, the results for individual studies and pooled statistics
are reported as the risk ratio (RR) between the experimental and
control groups with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI); for the
continuous outcomes, the results are reported as the mean difference
(MD) with 95% CI. In other circumstances, we report the findings
as reported by the authors of the included studies.
When synthesizing the evidence, each section presents a
summary of the evidence followed by the key recommendations.
The GRADE system, developed by the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations Working
Group (15), was used to grade the strength of evidence and grades of
recommendations used in these guidelines. In brief, the GRADE
system offers 4 categories of the quality of the evidence (high,
moderate, low, and very low) and 2 categories of the strength
of recommendation (strong or weak). With regard to the quality of
evidence, the content of these guidelines was restricted to evidence
from RCTs or systematic reviews of RCTs. Thus, at the start, the
quality of evidence was high. It was, however, ‘‘downgraded’’
if there were any of the following problems: methodological
limitations, important inconsistencies among studies, uncertainty
with regard to the directness of the evidence (ie, the generalizability
of the findings to the population of interest), sparse or imprecise
data, or a high probability of reporting bias. The quality of evidence
was ‘‘upgraded’’ if there was a large effect size (eg, relative risk
<0.5 or >2). The strength of a recommendation was graded
as ‘‘strong’’ when the evidence showed that the benefit of the
intervention clearly outweighs the undesirable effects. The strength
of a recommendation was graded as ‘‘weak’’ when the tradeoffs
were less certain (either because of the low quality of evidence or
because the evidence suggested that desirable and undesirable
effects are closely balanced). The highest grade of recommendation
does not always correspond to the highest evidence level. Recommendations were formulated and graded, and a consensus was
reached. Any disagreement was resolved by discussion until a
consensus was reached.
The WG adopted the position of the US Food and Drug
Administration Guidance for Industry (16) that at least 2 adequate
and well-controlled studies, each convincing on its own, are needed
to establish the effectiveness of an intervention. Consequently, the
recommendations were formulated only if at least 2 RCTs that used
a given probiotic were available. If there was only 1 RCT, regardless of whether or not it showed a benefit, no recommendation
was formulated. Moreover, if the strain specification was not
given and/or the probiotic product was not otherwise identifiable,
no recommendation was made.
It is known that various probiotic strains differ in their
effects; thus, pooling data on different probiotics has been
repeatedly questioned (17,18). This concern is fully supported by
the WG; however, for the sake of completeness, we report the
pooled data (meta-analysis) of all probiotic trials to estimate the
extent to which the use of a variety of probiotics strains, as a group,
influences AGE. No recommendation on the use of probiotics
in general was, however, made. Instead, preference was given to
reporting evidence and recommendations related to a specific
probiotic strain or their combinations separately (17).
Having considered all of the above, the probiotics discussed
in this document fit into 1 of the following categories (Table 1):
1. Probiotics with a positive recommendation
2. Probiotics with a negative recommendation
3. Probiotics with insufficient evidence to make a recommendation
www.jpgn.org
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TABLE 1. Probiotics for treating acute gastroenteritis
Probiotics with a positive
recommendation
QoE
Lactobacillus GG
Saccharomyces boulardii
L reuteri DSM 17938
L acidophilus LB (heat-inactivated)

Recommendation

Low
Low
Very low
Very low

Strong
Strong
Weak
Weak

Dose
1010 CFU/day (typically 5–7 days)
250–750 mg/day (typically 5–7 days)
108 to 4  108 (typically 5–7 days)
Min 5 doses of 1010 CFU >48 h;
max 9 doses of 1010 CFU for 4.5 days

Probiotics with a negative
recommendation

QoE

Recommendation

Reason

Enterococcus faecium (SF68 strain)

Low

Strong

Safety issues (a possible recipient of the
vancomycin-resistant genes)

Probiotics with insufficient evidence to make a recommendation

QoE

Lack of data
Bifidobacterium lactis Bb12
Methodological issues
Escherichia coli Nissle 1917
No strain specification
L acidophilus
L acidophilus and B bifidum
L acidophilus and B infantis
Only 1 RCT available
Bacillus clausii (strains O/C84, N/R84, T84, SIN84)
B lactis Bb12 and S thermophilus TH4
L acidophilus rhamnosus 573L/1, 573L/2, 573L/3
L helveticus R0052 and L rhamnosus R0011
L paracasei strain ST11
L delbrueckii var bulgaricus, L acidophilus, S thermophilus, B bifidum
(strains LMG-P17550, LMG-P 17549, LMG-P 17503, and LMG-P 17500)
Only 1 RCT available, no strain identification
Bacillus mesentericus and Clostridium butyricum and E faecalis
L acidophilus, L paracasei, L bulgaricus, L plantarum, B breve,
B infantis, B longum, S thermophilus
L acidophilus and L rhamnosus and B longum and S boulardii

Not applicable
Very low
Very low
Very low
Very low
Very low
Very low
Moderate
Very low
Moderate
Very low

Very low
Very low
Moderate

CRF ¼ colony-forming units; RCT ¼ randomized controlled trial; QoE ¼ quality of evidence.

A draft of the guidelines was sent to the WG members
for review and further comments. All critical feedback was
discussed during the meeting held in Rome (September 2013),
and changes were incorporated as necessary. The conclusions of
this document may require revision in the future as new information
becomes available. It is the intention of the WG to revise
the recommendations not later than in 5 years and produce
an updated document.

PROBIOTICS OVERALL
A number of meta-analyses have evaluated the effects of
probiotics for the treatment of AGE. One of the most recent is an
update to a published Cochrane review (search date: July 2010)
(19). This review collected data from 63 RCTs (n ¼ 8014) that
evaluated the efficacy of probiotics for the treatment of acute
infectious diarrhea in subjects of all ages. Probiotics, as a group,
reduced the duration of diarrhea by approximately 1 day (35 RCTs,
n ¼ 4555, MD 25 hours, 95% CI 16–34) and the risk of diarrhea
lasting 4 days (29 RCTs, n ¼ 2853, RR 0.41, 95% CI 0.32–0.53).
The majority of the trials (56 RCTs) were carried out in
www.jpgn.org

infants and young children. Forty-six RCTs tested a single
probiotic, and 17 RCTs tested a combination of 2 to 8 probiotics.
The 3 most commonly studied probiotics were Lactobacillus
GG (13 RCTs), Saccharomyces boulardii (10 RCTs), and
Enterococcus lactic acid bacteria SF68 (5 RCTs). The remaining probiotics, or their combinations, were evaluated in 3 or
fewer studies.
Overall, the quality of evidence was low. The methodological limitations include unclear randomization, no or unclear
allocation concealment, no or unclear blinding, and no intention-totreat (ITT) analysis in many of the included RCTs. There were
no placebo groups in some trials. Included trials used different
definitions of diarrhea and reported outcomes, namely the duration
of diarrhea. Moreover, significant heterogeneity between trials for
both primary and secondary outcomes was detected.

Probiotics With Positive Recommendations
LGG
The Cochrane review (search date: July 2010) found that
use of LGG reduced the duration of diarrhea (11 RCTs, n ¼ 2072,
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MD 27 hours, 95% CI 41 to 13), mean stool frequency on
day 2 (6 RCTs, n ¼ 1335, MD 0.8, 95% CI 1.3 to 0.2), and the
risk of diarrhea lasting 4 days (4 RCTs, n ¼ 572, RR 0.6, 95% CI
0.4–0.9) (19).
A more recent systematic review (search date: May
2013) focused on studies on the use of LGG to treat AGE
in children (2). Fifteen RCTs involving 2963 children were
identified. Compared with controls, LGG had no effect on the
total stool volume (2 RCTs, n ¼ 303, MD 8.97 mL/g, 95% CI
S86.26 to 104.2). Combined data from 11 RCTs (n ¼ 2444),
however, showed that LGG significantly reduced the duration
of diarrhea compared with placebo or no treatment (MD 1.05
days, 95% CI 1.7 to 0.4). LGG was more effective when
used at a daily dose of 1010 colony-forming units (CFU)
(8 RCTs, n ¼ 1488, MD 1.1 days, 95% CI 1.9 to 0.3) than
when used at a daily dose of <1010 CFU (3 RCTs, n ¼ 956,
MD 0.9 day, 95% CI 2.5 to 0.7). LGG was effective in
children treated in Europe (5 RCTs, n ¼ 744, MD 1.3 days,
95% CI 2.0 to 0.5); in the non-European setting, the
difference between the LGG group and the control group was
of a borderline statistical significance (6 RCTs, n ¼ 1700,
MD 0.9, 95% CI 1.8 to 0.08). It was concluded that LGG
reduces the duration of diarrhea. A subset of patients who are
more likely to benefit includes subjects treated with a high
daily dose of LGG (1010 CFU/day) who are both inpatients
and outpatients from geographic Europe.
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of many of the included trials. The major
limitations were unclear randomization, no or unclear allocation
concealment, and no or unclear blinding. Moreover, there
were no placebo groups in some trials. Included trials used different definitions of diarrhea and reported outcomes, namely the
duration of diarrhea. Consistency points were deducted for significant heterogeneity between trials for both primary and secondary
outcomes.
Recommendation. The use of Lactobacillus GG may be
considered in the management of children with AGE as an
adjunct to rehydration therapy.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Low
RECOMMENDATION: Strong recommendation

S boulardii
One meta-analysis (search date: August 2009) of 9 RCTs
(n ¼ 1117) concluded that in otherwise healthy infants and
children, the use of S boulardii reduces the duration of
diarrhea by approximately 1 day (20). The Cochrane review
(search date: July 2010) documented that the use of S boulardii
reduced the risk of diarrhea lasting 4 days (6 RCTs, n ¼ 606,
RR 0.37, 95% CI 0.2–0.65, NNT 3, 95% CI 2–3) (19). Finally,
the authors of the most recent review (search date: October
2011) included 13 RCTs carried out in Europe (mainly in
Turkey, 1 study in Italy) and in some non-European countries
(Argentina, Bolivia, Cuba, India, Mexico, Myanmar, and
Pakistan). The daily dose of S boulardii varied between 250 and
750 mg. None of the studies evaluated the effect of S boulardii on
stool volume. Compared with the placebo or no intervention
groups, the use of S boulardii significantly reduced both the
duration of diarrhea (11 RCTs, n ¼ 1306, MD 0.99 days,
95% CI 1.4 to 0.6) and the risk of diarrhea on day 3 (9 RCTs,
n ¼ 1128, RR 0.52, 95% CI 0.4–0.65). For both outcomes,
significant heterogeneity was observed (I2 ¼ 83% and 63%,
respectively). In hospitalized children, the use of S boulardii
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reduced the duration of hospitalization (n ¼ 449, MD 0.8 days,
95% CI 1.1 to 0.5) (21).
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations, such as unclear randomization, unclear or no
allocation concealment, lack of blinding, and no ITT analysis in
many RCTs. There were no placebo groups in some trials. Included
trials used different definitions of diarrhea and reported outcomes,
namely the duration of diarrhea. Consistency points were deducted
for significant heterogeneity between trials.
Recommendation. The use of S boulardii may be considered
in the management of children with AGE as an adjunct to
rehydration therapy.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Low
RECOMMENDATION: Strong recommendation

Lactobacillus reuteri Strain DSM 17938 (and the
Original Strain ATCC 55730)
It was documented in the past that L reuteri ATCC 55730 had
a moderate clinical effect in treating AGE in children (22). Because
L reuteri ATCC 55730 strain was found to carry transferable
resistance traits for tetracycline and lincomycin, it was replaced
by a new strain, L reuteri DSM 17938, with no unwanted plasmidborne resistances (23). Bioequivalence of L reuteri ATCC 55730
and L reuteri DSM 17938 has been evaluated in in vitro studies.
Similarities with regard to the chromosomal genes, colony and cell
morphology, fermentation pattern, mucin binding, and reuterin
production were shown (22). Another study documented similarities
in the characteristics of temporary colonization (24). Overall, these
studies suggested bioequivalence of the 2 strains.
A recent systematic review (search date: August 2013) (4),
developed specifically for these guidelines, evaluated data on the
effectiveness of L reuteri DSM 17938 (presently commercially
available) and the original strain, L reuteri ATCC 55730, in the
treatment of AGE in children. Two RCTs (n ¼ 196) that evaluated
L reuteri DSM 17938 (25,26) and 3 RCTs (n ¼ 156) (27–29) that
evaluated L reuteri ATCC 55730, which involved hospitalized
children ages 3 to 60 months, met the inclusion criteria. None of
the studies evaluated the effect of any of L reuteri on stool volume.
Compared with placebo or no treatment, DSM 17938 significantly
reduced the duration of diarrhea (MD 32 hours, 95% CI 41 to
24) and increased the chance of cure on day 3 (RR 3.5, 95% CI
1.2–10.8, random effects model). Similar results were obtained
with the original strain, L reuteri ATCC 55730. In summary, this
systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs shows that L reuteri
DSM 17938, similar to its original strain L reuteri ATCC 55730,
may have a role in the management of children with AGE.
The findings apply to hospitalized children. Data from outpatients
and country-specific cost-effectiveness analyses are needed.
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the included trials (unclear or inadequate
allocation concealment, no blinding in 1 trial, no or unclear ITT
analysis) and for sparse data. Furthermore, bioequivalence remains
questionable.
Recommendation. The use of L reuteri DSM 17938 may be
considered in the management of children with AGE as an
adjunct to rehydration therapy.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low
RECOMMENDATION: Weak recommendation

www.jpgn.org
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Heat-Killed L acidophilus LB
The efficacy of a heat-killed L acidophilus strain LB
was evaluated in 1 systematic review (search date: August 2013)
developed specifically for these guidelines (3). Four RCTs
involving 305 children ages 1 to 48 months, treated as inpatients
or outpatients, were identified. The daily intake of L acidophilus LB
ranged from a total of 5 doses of 1010 CFU >48 hours to 8 doses
of 1010 CFU >3 days to 9 doses of 1010 CFU for a maximum of
4.5 days. One study was performed in Europe (France), and the
remaining studies were performed outside Europe (Ecuador, Peru,
and Thailand). None of the studies evaluated the effect of
L acidophilus LB on stool volume. The pooled results from 3 RCTs
(n ¼ 224), all carried out in hospitalized children, showed that
L acidophilus LB significantly reduced the duration of diarrhea
compared with placebo (MD 21.6 hours, 95% CI 26.5 to 16.6,
random effects model). One study carried out in outpatients showed
no effect of L acidophilus LB on the duration of diarrhea. The
chance of cure on day 3 was similar in both groups (2 RCTs,
n ¼ 144, RR 1.03, 95% CI 0.88–1.2); however, use of L acidophilus
LB increased the chance of cure on day 4 (2 RCTs, n ¼ 153,
RR 1.44, 95% CI 1.20–1.73). The authors concluded that
there is limited evidence to recommend LB for treating diarrhea
in children.
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trials (unclear or inadequate allocation
concealment), for uncertainty with regard to the directness of the
evidence, and for sparse data.

Recommendation. The use of heat-inactivated L acidophilus
LB may be considered in the management of children with
AGE as an adjunct to rehydration therapy.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low
RECOMMENDATION: Weak recommendation
Note: Health care professionals should be aware that
L acidophilus LB, being a heat-killed microorganism, although
traditionally discussed with other probiotics, does not fit with the
definition of probiotics.

Probiotics With a Negative Recommendation
Enterococcus faecium (SF68 Strain)
A number of RCTs have evaluated the effect of E faecium
SF68 (30–36). The subgroup analysis performed within a Cochrane
review (search date: July 2010) found that Enterococcus LAB SF68
reduced the risk of diarrhea lasting 4 days (4 RCTs, n ¼ 333, RR
0.21, 95% CI 0.08–0.52) (19); however, in vitro studies have
documented that the E faecium SF68 strain is a possible recipient
of the vancomycin-resistance genes (37). Considering that the risk
for in vivo conjugation cannot be ruled out, the WG agreed that
probiotics with safety issues should not be used in children.
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the included trials (unclear or inadequate
allocation concealment, no blinding in some trials, and no or unclear
ITT analysis).
Recommendation. E faecium SF68 should not be considered
in the management of children with AGE because of safety
issues. (Negative recommendation originates from in vitro data.)
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Low
RECOMMENDATION: Strong recommendation

www.jpgn.org
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Probiotics With Insufficient Evidence to Make a
Recommendation
Lack of Data
Bifidobacterium lactis Bb12
No RCT evaluated the effect of exclusively administered
B lactis Bb12.

Methodological Issues
Escherichia coli Nissle 1917
Two RCTs involving use of E coli Nissle 1917 were
identified. In the first multicenter (Russia, Ukraine) trial,
the efficacy and safety of E coli Nissle 1917 were evaluated in
113 children aged 2 to 47 months with acute diarrhea lasting
<3 days, with no/mild dehydration, who were treated as outpatients.
The use of E coli Nissle 1917 reduced the duration of diarrhea
compared with placebo by 2.3 days (median 2.5 vs 4.8 days,
respectively; P < 0.05). There was a higher responder rate within
10 days (defined as a reduction in stool frequency to 3 watery or
loose stools in 24 hours for at least 2 days) in the E coli Nissle 1917
group than in the placebo group (52/55 vs 39/58, respectively; RR
1.4, 95% CI 1.16–1.7) (38). The findings were promising; however,
there were some methodological limitations to the study, including
unclear allocation concealment, unclear ITT analysis, and unclear
sample size calculations. Moreover, in the results, there were a
number of discrepancies in what is reported in the text and in the
figures. Overall, these limitations call for caution when interpreting
the findings.
The second RCT was also a multicenter study (Russia,
Ukraine). The study involved 151 children ages 1 to 47 months
with acute diarrhea, which persisted for >4 consecutive days but
<14 days, and moderate dehydration. The use of E coli Nissle 1917
reduced the duration of diarrhea compared with placebo by 3.3 days
(median: 2.4 vs 5.7 days, respectively; P < 0.05); there was a
similar response rate on day 7 (59/75 vs 45/76, respectively), but
the response rate was higher in the E coli Nissle 1917 group than
in the placebo group on day 14 (70/75 vs 50/76, respectively;
P < 0.05) and on day 21 (74/75 vs 54/76, respectively; P < 0.05)
(39). Some issues that were not adequately addressed in the
article raised concern. For example, 14.5% of the children in the
placebo group were still dehydrated moderately on day 21, and
there was a very low (71%) response rate in the placebo group.
Taken collectively, the findings may not be reliable; hence,
a lack of recommendation. E coli Nissle 1917 may or may not
reduce the severity and the duration of AGE. The WG assessed
the quality of evidence as very low. The quality of evidence was
downgraded for the methodological limitations described above.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

No Strain Specification
L acidophilus
One RCT conducted in 98 Indian children ages 6 months to
12 years found no significant difference in the duration of diarrhea
between the group treated with heat-killed L acidophilus (strain not
specified) and the placebo group (2.26  0.06 vs 2.32  0.06 hours,
respectively; MD 0.04 days, 95% CI 0.03–0.05). There were also
no significant differences between groups in any of the secondary
outcomes (oral rehydration solution [ORS] consumed, frequency
of stools, time for rehydration, hospital stay, weight gain, and need
for intravenous [IV] rehydration) (40).
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One RCT conducted in 80 Iranian children found no significant difference between the group treated with an L acidophilus
(strain not specified) supplement at a dose of 10  109 CFU (strain
not specified, unclear if live or killed, n ¼ 40) and the placebo group
in mean stool frequency on day 2 (4.0  3.2 vs 4.0  3.6, respectively; MD 0.0, 95% CI 1.49 to 1.49) and on day 3 (1.4  2.6 vs
2.3  2.6, respectively; MD 0.90, 95% CI 2.04 to 0.24). In the
experimental group compared with the placebo group, there
was a significantly reduced duration of hospital stay (3.4  0.9
vs 3.9  1.2 days, respectively; MD 0.6, 95% CI 1.04 to 0.16).
The authors reported a significantly shorter duration of diarrhea
in the L acidophilus group (P ¼ 0.037), but no data were
presented (41).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low. It was
downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trials (unclear
allocation concealment and unclear blinding in one trial). Additionally, it was downgraded for sparse data and uncertainty with regard
to the directness of the evidence (both studies were carried out
outside of Europe). Although 2 RCTs were available, the strain
was not specified; hence, a lack of recommendation.
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60 months hospitalized because of AGE. Compared with the
nontreated control group, in the probiotic group there was a
significant reduction in the duration of diarrhea (86.4  19.2 vs
74.4  16.8 hours, respectively; MD 12 hours, 95% CI 19 to 5)
and in the frequency of diarrhea on the first and second days of
hospitalization (P < 0.01) (44).
The second trial was carried out in Thailand in 71 children
ages 1 to 24 months with acute watery diarrhea. Compared
with the no additional treatment group, the administration of
the live L acidophilus and B infantis (no strain specifications
were provided, 6  109 CFU/day for 2 days) significantly
reduced the duration of diarrhea (69.6  41 vs 38.4  17 hours,
respectively; MD 31.2 hours, 95% CI 46 to 17); however,
it had no effect on the stool frequency and duration of hospitalization (45).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low. The
quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trials (unclear sequence generation, unclear allocation
concealment, and no blinding) and for uncertainty with regard to
the directness of the evidence. Although 2 RCTs were available,
the strains were not specified; hence, a lack of recommendation.

QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low
L acidophilus and B bifidum
The efficacy of L acidophilus and B bifidum was evaluated in
2 RCTs. The first study was carried out in 62 inpatients ages 6 to
36 months with acute nonbloody, nonbacterial diarrhea of <2 days
duration. Compared with the placebo group, the administration of
L acidophilus and B bifidum (strain specification not given), at a
dose of 3  109 CFU of each organism for 5 days, reduced the
duration of diarrhea (mean  standard error, 4.5  0.8 vs 3.4  0.8
days, respectively; P ¼ 0.027), defecation frequency (P ¼ 0.042),
and duration of hospital stay (2.7  0.6 vs 2.1  0.7 days,
respectively; P ¼ 0.033) (42).
The second double-blind RCT conducted in 67 Thai children
ages 2 months to 7 years with acute diarrhea found that compared
with placebo, administration of L acidophilus and B bifidum
(no strain specification) stored either at 48C or at room temperature
shortened the duration of diarrhea (median [interquartile range,
IQR] 51.5 (43) vs 28 (30) vs 26.5 (38), respectively; P < 0.01) and
reduced the number of stools (P < 0.01). The secondary outcomes,
in particular the total volume of fluid therapy and duration of
hospitalization, were not significantly different between the groups.
The originality of this study was that equal efficacy was shown
for the probiotic independent of storage temperature (48C vs room
temperature). Unfortunately, no analysis of viable strains was
performed (43).
The quality of evidence was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trials (unclear sequence generation,
unclear allocation concealment, no ITT analysis), for uncertainty
with regard to the directness of the evidence, and for sparse data.
Although 2 RCTs were available, the strain was not specified,
hence, a lack of recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

L acidophilus and B infantis
Two open RCTs were identified. In the first study, carried out
in Taiwan, the efficacy of lyophilized L acidophilus and B infantis
(no strain specifications were given) at a dose of 3  109 CFU of
each organism for 4 days was evaluated in 100 children ages 6 to
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ONLY 1 RCT AVAILABLE
Bacillus clausii
Spore-forming bacteria, primarily of the genus Bacillus, are
commercialized as probiotics (46). One open RCT evaluated the
efficacy of treatment with B clausii (strains O/C84, N/R84, T84,
SIN84) at a dose of 109 CFU in Italian children ages 3 to 36 months
visiting a family pediatrician for acute diarrhea. Administration of
B clausii in addition to ORS (n ¼ 100) compared with ORS only
(control group, n ¼ 92) had no effect on the duration of diarrhea
(median 4.9 days; IQR 3.97–5.4 vs 4.8 days, IQR 3.97–5.3,
respectively; P ¼ 0.76) (36).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as low. It was
downgraded for no allocation concealment, single blinding, and
for sparse data. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack of
recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

B lactis B12 and S thermophilus TH4
One RCT conducted in 224 Chinese children ages 6 to
36 months evaluated the effect of a lactose-free formula supplemented
with 2 doses of a mixture of B lactis B12 and S thermophilus TH4
compared with unsupplemented formula. Regardless of the dose used,
the duration of diarrhea was the same in both groups (2.8  1.7 vs
2.8  1.7 days; MD 0.0 hours, 95% CI 0.55 to 0.55) (47).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low.
It was downgraded for unclear randomization sequence generation,
unclear allocation concealment, unclear blinding, sparse data,
and uncertainty with regard to the directness of the evidence. Only
1 RCT was available, hence, a lack of recommendation.

QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low
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L rhamnosus 573L/1, 573L/2, 573L/3
One double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT conducted in
87 Polish children ages 2 months to 6 years found that administration of L rhamnosus 573L/1, 573L/2, 573L/3 (dose 1.2  1010
CFU twice daily, for 5 days) compared with placebo had no effect
on the duration of diarrhea of any etiology (3.5  2.3 vs 4  3 days,
respectively; MD 0.5 day, 95% CI 1.65 to 0.6, P ¼ 0.36);
however, in a subset of children with rotavirus infection, there
was significant reduction in the duration of diarrhea of rotavirus
etiology in the experimental group compared with the placebo
group (n ¼ 39; 3.2  1.45 vs 4.8  2.8 days, respectively; MD
1.6 days, 95% CI 3.0 to 0.1, P ¼ 0.03) (48). The WG assessed
the quality of evidence as moderate. It was downgraded for sparse
data. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack of recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Moderate

Lactobacillus helveticus R0052 and L rhamnosus
R0011
One RCT conducted in Czech children ages 12 to 72 months
with AGE treated as outpatients was found. Children receiving
L helveticus R0052 and L rhamnosus R0011 (previously known as
L acidophilus Rosell-11 and L rhamnosus Rosell-11 (49)) (n ¼ 38)
compared with placebo (n ¼ 33) had a significantly shorter duration
of diarrhea (4.0  2.0 vs 5.45  2.2 days, MD 1.45 days, 95% CI
2.5 to 0.4) (50).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low. It was
downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trial (unclear
sequence generation, unclear allocation concealment, unclear
blinding of outcome assessors, and no ITT analysis) and for sparse
data. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack of recommendation.
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thermophilus, and B bifidum (strains LMG-P17550, LMG-P 17549,
LMG-P 17503, and LMG-P 17500) at doses of 109 CFU, 109 CFU,
109 CFU, and 5  108 CFU, respectively, in Italian children ages
3 to 36 months visiting a family pediatrician for acute diarrhea.
The administration of the mixture of probiotics in addition to
ORS (n ¼ 97) compared with ORS only (control group, n ¼ 92)
significantly reduced the duration of diarrhea (median 70 hours,
IQR 49–101 vs 115.5 hours, IQR 95.2–127, respectively), estimated difference (37 hours, IQR 47 to 25, P < 0.001) (36).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low.
It was downgraded for no allocation concealment, single blinding,
and sparse data. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack of
recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

NO STRAIN SPECIFICATION AND
ONLY 1 RCT AVAILABLE
Bacillus mesentericus and Clostridium butyricum
and Enterococcus faecalis
One open RCT evaluated the efficacy of treatment with
B mesentericus (1.1  107 CFU), C butyricum (2.0  107 CFU),
and E faecalis (3.17  108 CFU) (no strain specifications given)
in Taiwanese children ages 3 months to 14 years (mean age
39 months) hospitalized for AGE. The administration of the mixture
of probiotics in addition to standard therapy (n ¼ 82) compared with
standard therapy only (control group, n ¼ 77) significantly reduced
the duration of diarrhea (1.8  1.6 vs 2.9  1.4 days, respectively;
MD 1.1 days, 95% CI 1.7 to 0.5) (52).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low. It was
downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trial (lack
of blinding, no ITT analysis), for uncertainty with regard to the
directness of the evidence, and for sparse data. Only 1 RCT was
available; hence, a lack of recommendation.

QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

Lactobacillus paracasei Strain ST11
The effect of L paracasei strain ST11 (1010 CFU/day)
was investigated in Bangladesh in 230 boys ages 4 to 24 months
with diarrhea of <2 days duration. Compared with placebo,
L paracasei ST11 had no effect on the duration of diarrhea,
the total stool output, the total ORS solution intake, the number
of children without diarrhea by the end of the study, or the number
of children requiring IV) fluids; however, a clinical benefit
was found in a subset of children (n ¼ 63) with nonrotavirus
diarrhea (51).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as moderate. It was
downgraded for sparse data and uncertainty with regard to the
directness of the evidence. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack
of recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Moderate

L delbrueckii var bulgaricus, L acidophilus,
S thermophilus, B bifidum
One open RCT evaluated the efficacy of treatment
with L delbrueckii var bulgaricus, L acidophilus, Streptococcus
www.jpgn.org

QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

L acidophilus, L paracasei, L bulgaricus,
L plantarum, B breve, B infantis, B longum,
and S thermophilus
One double-blind placebo-controlled RCT conducted in
224 Indian children ages 6 months to 2 years with acute
rotavirus diarrhea lasting <72 hours reported on the effects
of the use of the combination of L acidophilus, L paracasei,
L bulgaricus, L plantarum, B breve, B infantis, B longum, and
S thermophilus (commercially available as VSL#3). Baseline
characteristics of the study population were not presented.
Compared with the placebo group, in the VSL#3 group the
frequency of loose stools on days 2 to 4 was reduced; however,
no P values were reported. There was also a significant difference
in the recovery on day 4 (final evaluation) in the VSL#3
group compared with the placebo group (101/113 vs 44/111,
respectively; P < 0.001) (53).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as very low.
It was downgraded for the methodological limitations of the trial
(unclear randomization sequence generation, unclear allocation
concealment, unclear blinding, and no ITT analysis). Additionally,
it was downgraded for sparse data and uncertainty with regard to the
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directness of the evidence. Only 1 RCT was available; hence, a lack
of recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Very low

L acidophilus and L rhamnosus and B longum and
S boulardii
One RCT carried out in 64 Bolivian hospitalized children
ages 1 to 23 months with rotavirus diarrhea was found. Children
receiving, in addition to oral rehydration, S boulardii alone (n ¼ 21)
compared with placebo (n ¼ 20) had a significantly shorter duration
of diarrhea (median 58 vs 84.5 hours, respectively; P ¼ 0.04).
Children receiving the mixture of probiotics (L acidophilus and
L rhamnosus and B longum and S boulardii) (strain identifications
not given) (n ¼ 23) compared with placebo also had a reduced
duration of diarrhea; however, the difference between groups was
not statistically significant (median 60 vs 84.5 hours, respectively;
P ¼ 0.06). There was no difference between the group treated with
S boulardii and that treated with the mixture of probiotics.
Only S boulardii reduced the duration of fever. The duration of
hospitalization was similar in all 3 groups (P ¼ 0.31) (54).
The WG assessed the quality of evidence as moderate. It was
downgraded for sparse data and uncertainty with regard to the
directness of the evidence. Only 1 RCT was available, hence, a lack
of recommendation.
QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: Moderate

SUMMARY
General Comments
1. Rehydration is the key treatment for AGE and should be applied
as soon as possible.
2. Overall, probiotics (as a group) as an adjunct to rehydration
therapy reduced the duration of diarrhea by approximately
1 day; however, the WG questions pooling different probiotic
strains together in a meta-analysis.
3. Probiotic effects are strain specific; thus, the efficacy and safety
of each should be established and recommendations for using
these strains should be made accordingly.
4. The safety and clinical effects of 1 probiotic microorganism
should not be extrapolated to other probiotic microorganisms.
5. A lack of evidence regarding the efficacy of a certain
probiotic(s) does not mean that future studies will not establish
health benefit(s).
6. The WG recommends choosing a probiotic, the efficacy of
which has been confirmed in well-conducted RCTs, from a
manufacturer who has a regulated quality control of factors
including the composition and content of the probiotic agent.
7. Studies that documented the efficacy of specific strains at a
specific dosage in a specific setting are not sufficient evidence
to support the presence of health effects at a lower dosage and
in a different setting.

Specific Recommendations
1. The use of the following probiotics may be considered in the
management of children with AGE as an adjunct to rehydration
therapy:
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a. low quality of evidence; strong recommendation: LGG,
S boulardii
b. very low quality of evidence, weak recommendation:
L reuteri DSM 17938, and heat-inactivated L acidophilus
LB (the latter, however, although traditionally discussed
with other probiotics, does not fit with the definition of
probiotics)
2. E faecium SF68 should not be considered in the management
of children with AGE because this strain is a possible recipient
of the vancomycin-resistance genes.

Future Research
1. Country-specific studies to examine the cost-effectiveness of
using probiotics with documented safety and efficacy are needed.
2. The role of probiotics in the treatment of AGE in the era of
rotavirus vaccination has yet to be established.
3. Because norovirus, at least in some settings (55), has become
the leading cause of medically attended AGE, the efficacy of
probiotics in treating norovirus AGE needs to be confirmed.
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